A Page in a Book
A New Twist on Old Tales
Traditional nursery tales are important touchstones of most kids’ childhood.
From “Little Red Riding Hood” and “Goldilocks and the Three Bears” to “Cinderella” and the like, these common tales create a familiar storytelling landscape
that most children can jointly reference throughout their youth. For the folk tale
savvy child, the following titles offer refreshing twists on beloved traditional stories that can expand their literary lexicon through exciting new avenues.

Goatilocks and The Three Bears

by Erica S. Perl, Illustrated by Arthur Howard (Beach Lane / Simon & Schuster)
When Goatilocks spies a family of bears leaving for the afternoon, she’s hungry to peek
inside their house while they’re gone. As in the traditional story, the intruder tries the various
porridges, chairs and beds of the occupants. Diverging from the original tale, Goatlilocks
(being just a ‘kid’, after all) eats all of the things that are “just right.” When the bears return,
Goatilocks quickly beats a retreat. But because doing the right thing is important to the impulsive kid, this delightfully illustrated twist on the Goldilocks fable has a deliciously redeeming
ending.

Ninja Red Riding Hood

by Coery Rosen Schwartz, Illustrated by Dan Santat (G.P. Putnam’s Sons / Penguin)
Once upon a time, there was a wolf who was a failure a catching his prey, so he enrolled in
ninja school to learn all the swift moves he needs to secure a square meal. Armed with his new
skills, the wolf takes to the woods where he meets Red, and learns that she’s on her way to
visit her Grandma. Rushing ahead, the wolf disguises himself as Grandma lies in wait for Red
to arrive. But when he’s ready to pounce, he discovers that he wasn’t the only student to attend
the ninja school. Action-packed with Asian-influenced comic imagery, this colorful treatment
of the Little Red Riding Hood cautionary tale gets an invigorating curtain-call with smashing
results!

Cinders: A Chicken Cinderella

by Jan Brett (G.P Putnam’s Sons / Penguin)
When a young Russian girl nods off in her snowbound chicken coop, reality slips into dreams
as the community of chickens around her prepare for a ball hosted by the Prince among roosters. Feathers are ruffled, pecking orders are established and poor Cinders is left behind when
the others fly off to the ball. Following the story arc of the traditional tale, Cinders transformation
and meeting with the Prince are intact – but Brett’s uniquely edge-to-edge illustrations make the
whole story new again. When the girl awakens to the sound of her father returning with a handsome cockerel to add to the roost, the reader remains looped in on the dreamy secret lives of the
chicken realm. Inspired by the opulence of 18th century Russia, Jan Brett’s version of the folk tale
Cinderella is the belle of the ball in the fairy-tale revision category!
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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Growing a Little
Green Thumb

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Gardening is an ideal learning landscape for little ones.
Seeing first-hand how seeds propagate, germinate,
bloom and survive magnifies a child’s understanding of the endless marvels found in the plant kingdom.
Working with plants also encourages patience and
observation as all gardeners must wait and watch for
seedlings to emerge and bloom in their own time. The
following items encourage kids to get their hands dirty
while they discover the rewards that come along with
fostering life in their very own corner of the garden.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Medieval Herber

Desktop Carnivorous
Plants

(DuneCraft)

Modeled after the raised
rectangular beds that medieval
householders would have used
for their own herb gardens, the
Medieval Herber is a small terrarium that brings back some of
the essential plants that families
would have used during the
Middle Ages to flavor their food or naturally treat small ailments.
The kit includes the terrarium container, planting mixture,
pebbles, and mixed seeds for eight plant varieties that were
popular in the era (thyme, rosemary, basil, fennel, marjoram,
etc.). Easy to start, the plants can germinate as quickly as three
days after planting. Kids and parents can also explore novel
ways to integrate their anciently inspired windowsill harvest into
today’s recipes. Old school herbs meet modern kitchen garden
resources with the Medieval Herber!

(ThinkGeek)

Some of the most unlikely anomalies
in the botanical world grow right before
your eyes with this gardening set from
ThinkGeek that brings carnivorous plants
to life. Typically deprived of nutritious soil
in the natural world, plants like the Venus
Fly Trap, Pitcher Plant and Sundew have
evolved to secure their food in a different
way as they attract and consume insects. This tabletop kit includes
seeds, peat bog planting mix, swamp rocks and some decorative
elements to whet kids interest while they wait for the seedlings to
emerge. It does take a long time to get the seeds started and there
are meticulous instructions to be followed for a successful germination. But once they get going, gardeners will have a front row seat
as these unique plants emerge, grow, and eventually turn the tables
on the insect kingdom.

Shippon - Self-watering
Animals

Grow-A-Maze
(ToySmith)

Illustrating plants’ ability to thrive no
matter where they’re rooted, Grow-A-Maze
illustrates in real time a bean sprout’s epic
journey to the sun. This container features
adjustable inserts so that kids can create
a variety of paths for the traveling sprout from a soil base, through twists and turns,
and upward toward the strongest light.
The transparent sides not only allow viewing of the plant’s progress through the maze, but also the root action going on below the
surface. It’s an ideal device to study plants’ natural tendency to seek
out the sun for photosynthesis. The kit includes all the maze components, card covers, and magnifiers (dried beans and soil are not
included). Grow-A-Maze is an excellent testament to the enduring
spirit of plants as they reach toward the sun!

(Fat Brain Toys)

Irresistibly cute and super-easy to start,
Shippons are small ceramic animals with a
little backpack planter that is ready to burst
into bloom with the simplest of preparation.
Simply pack the backpack with soil and some
seeds, then hook them over the lip of a mug or
cup letting the tail hang down into clean water.
There’s no need to extensively water the seedling as the animal tail siphons up a steady supply of moisture to
foster the germination and blooming of a small plant. Each Shippon animal (Strawberry Cat, Basil Monkey or Clover Dog) comes
with its namesake seeds and is ready to start right out of the box.
Ideal for the smallest of green thumbs, Shippon Self-watering
Animals are the perfect first step for young gardeners!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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